Recently, an information technology is indispensable for the business and industrial developments. However, it has been a social problem that the number of software developers has been insufficient.
When studying the basic computer programming, the LEGO MindStorms Robotics Invention System(RIS) may be promising. In the system, the graphical user interface(GUI) based programming environment using RIS is possible. However, one can't adopt it readily because of its higher price for students. Therefore, we have developed the control system of the virtual intellectual education toy where one can experience the preliminary study of a programming language using NQC (Not Quite C) easily. NQC is a simple language with a C-like syntax that can be used to program the actual Lego's RCX (Robotic Command eXplorer).
The RCX is the "programmable brick" built in the Lego Mindstorms Robotics Invention System Kit. Containing a Hitachi H8 microcontroller with 32KB of external RAM, it provides three control outputs, three sensor inputs and an infrared communication device.
In this paper, we will introduce the help command function newly added to the conventional system, by that the programming environment function to make it a useful system will be improved. Figure 1 shows the virtual moving robot. It is possible to attach the touch sensors and the light sensors in front of the robot.
The present system has four modes as following;
• Text mode • Setting command mode • Normal moving mode
Fig. 1. Snapshot of virtual robot
• Line trace mode Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the text mode window. The user is able to edit and save the program code using the graphical user interface(GUI). If the compilation fails, the error messages are displayed in the right side window. Figure 3 shows the snapshot of the line trace mode window. The user is able to set the trace line by his mouse device.
Since the proposed system implements the virtual moving robot and GUI for programming of NQC it becomes for a novice programmer to interest in the programming and the control of the robot. Recently, an information technology is indispensable for the business and industrial developments. However, it has been a social problem that the number of software developers has been insufficient. When studying the basic computer programming, the Lego MindStorms Robotics Invention System(RIS) may be promising. It is possible to use the graphical user interface (GUI) based programming environment with RIS. However, one can't adopt it readily because of its higher price for students. Therefore, we have developed the control system of the virtual intellectual education toy control system where one can experience the preliminary study of programming language easily.
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